
 
Original Work Outline  

 
Objective/Purpose (what you were trying to accomplish/the question you were 
attempting to answer, etc.) 

Through my original work project, I hope to research all different aspects of the 
health administration field and gather as much information as possible on the 
foundations needed to construct a healthcare facility. Through extensive research, I aim 
to gain a better understanding of the impact a country's global standing has on the 
overall health of the population as well as common characteristics found between 
successful healthcare facilities. Since the research portion of this project is so 
substantial, creating a research paper about my findings will be my original work. Once I 
have completed all my research, I will construct plans for a healthcare facility to be 
located in a third world country as part of my final product. By using the information I will 
have acquired about the characteristics of successful facilities and the discrepancies 
between healthcare in developed countries versus developing countries and the little 
details surrounding them like funding and organizational structure, I will be able to 
establish my very own healthcare facility. 
 
Materials used 

- Computer  
- Various articles, databases, and websites 
- Google Docs for the documentation of all my research  

 
People involved 

I was the only person involved in this research project but I hope to implement 
the help of professionals and possibly some professors in the completion and research 
of my final product. 
 
Detailed steps in the process  

1. Establish a goal an effective plan for how the project will be executed and what 
the focus will be. 

2. Adjust the Original Work Proposal to accommodate whatever modifications (if 
any) were made in the final planning processes of this project. 

3. Complete lots of research on various aspects of a hospital including the 
organization of administrative jobs and the various funding for healthcare 
facilities.  

4. Make a “Works Cited” page for the research and write notes for all the useful 
facts gathered from each source.  



5. Construct and complete the research paper, making sure it is professional and 
detailed and effectively encompasses all the useful research that was found 
during the course of this project. 

Thorough specific explanation of how you used higher level thinking skills in the 
creation of your original work (synthesis, evaluation, analysis, etc.). 

 I will utilize higher level thinking throughout the course of this project to analyze, 
construct, and execute (to an extent) my plan. This project is very extensive and will 
require lots of detailed research and analysis. I will have to take into account many 
different aspects of a healthcare organization and utilize them in my final paper. While I 
will not be focused on the financial or architectural aspect of this facility, I will be very 
thorough in my evaluation of the administrative process required to run a successful 
hospital. Through extensive evaluation and analysis of research sources, I will be able 
to gather credible and useful information that will not only help me in the completion of 
this project, but extend my knowledge of the administrative field of healthcare greatly. 
 
Results (conclusions drawn, lessons learned, application/meaning for you and 
your topic, etc.) 

While my project will not revolve around statistics or tangible results as a science 
fair project or chemical experiment would, I would have gathered as much information 
as I could to complete the goal I set for myself at the beginning of this project, thus 
resulting in an overall application of my work and consolidation of the information into 
one assessment. This project is not just an assignment for me - it is a tool (that I can 
and will use to the best of my ability) that will allow me to extend my knowledge in my 
field of study further than I could have ever imagined and give me the opportunity to 
know as much as there is about healthcare administration.  
 


